### Australian Risks Missing Climate Commitments: Report

**SYDNEY** - Australia risks missing its climate change commitments unless it takes an "immediate and important" action to cut greenhouse gases, according to a new report released Monday by the nation's chief scientific body, a leading climate advocacy group, and an influence-peddling, anti-climate science group.

The Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO) recently announced it would halve its greenhouse gas emissions by 2020, and the Commonwealth group released Monday a leading climate advocacy report by the nation's chief scientific body, a leading influence-peddling group, and an anti-climate science group.

As a result, the nation's chief scientific body, a leading climate advocacy group, and an influence-peddling, anti-climate science group, looked into the national climate change strategy and increased scientific innovation. As a result, the nation's chief scientific body, a leading influence-peddling group, and an anti-climate science group, increased scientific innovation.

**PARIS** - Australia risks missing its climate change commitments unless it takes an "immediate and important" action to cut greenhouse gases, according to a new report released Monday by the nation's chief scientific body, a leading climate advocacy group, and an influence-peddling, anti-climate science group.

The Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO) recently announced it would halve its greenhouse gas emissions by 2020, and the Commonwealth group released Monday a leading climate advocacy report by the nation's chief scientific body, a leading influence-peddling group, and an anti-climate science group.

As a result, the nation's chief scientific body, a leading climate advocacy group, and an influence-peddling, anti-climate science group, looked into the national climate change strategy and increased scientific innovation. As a result, the nation's chief scientific body, a leading influence-peddling group, and an anti-climate science group, increased scientific innovation.

### OECD, European Commission to Promote Cultural Routes

The European Commission and UNESCO have launched a new action to promote cultural routes in Europe and beyond.

The project seeks "to promote cultural routes as a tool for sustainable development and peace building," UNESCO's Director-General Irina Bokova said Monday.

"Cultural routes are a powerful tool for promoting dialogue, understanding and respect between communities and cultures," she said.

The project aims to identify and promote cultural routes in Europe and beyond, and to support the development of new routes.

### Greece's Greek Social Worker's Challenges in Helping Minor Refugees

ATHENS - Greece's Greek social workers are grappling with a humanitarian crisis as refugees and migrants flocking to Europe, humanitarian groups want to help people fleeing war countries and support social workers from non-governmental organizations and thousands of volunteers are working to help the thousands of refugees and migrants who have arrived in Greece in recent months.

Social workers from non-governmental organizations and thousands of volunteers are working to help the thousands of refugees and migrants who have arrived in Greece in recent months.

### UN Warns of Nuclear Material Falling into Terrorist Hands

VIENNA - The U.N. nuclear agency warned Monday of the dangers of nuclear material landing in the hands of terrorist and urged world nations to apply an agreement meant to minimize such dangers.

Two-thirds of the 90 countries agreeing to the Amendment to the Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material must ratify it, according to the International Atomic Energy Agency's ratification by 12 other nations is needed.

Its application would "reduce the likelihood of terrorists being able to detonate a 'dirty bomb,'" which can cause wide-ranging damage over a wide area and also reduce the risk of an attack on a nuclear power plant, said.

He noted that nearly 2,800 incidents of radiological material have been in communication over the issue.

The IAEA's Security Council is discussing sanctions against North Korea over its recent nuclear test and concerns over ballistic missile tests.

China supports the UN Security Council's adoption of a resolution against the North Korean nuclear test, news agency reported Monday.

As a result of China's support of the Security Council's adoption of a resolution against the North Korean nuclear test, news agency reported Monday.

The United States and China, which are the permanent members of the Security Council, support the council's adoption of a resolution against the North Korean nuclear test, news agency reported Monday.

The United States and China, which are the permanent members of the Security Council, support the council's adoption of a resolution against the North Korean nuclear test, news agency reported Monday.

### Hundreds of Migrants Cut Through Hungary's Border Fence over Past Days

BUDAPEST - Migrants have cut through Hungary's border fence in the past few days, news agency reported Monday.

The money would be part of the aid focused on Tajikistan, Dushanbe added. (Xinhua)

### Ukraine: Russia Condemns Terrorist Attacks in Syria

MOGADISHU - Somalia's Finance Minister Abdullahi Dheere condemned Monday the recent so-called terrorist attack in Nairobi, which is called for "propaganda purposes.

"Somalia strongly condemns the Nairobi terrorist attack," which killed at least 150 people, the ministry said in an online statement. "We express our sincere condolences to the families of those killed and the government and people of Kenya, and we reaffirm our strong commitment to working closely with all our partners to bring peace and prosperity to our region."